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** FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE **

‘The battle of Culloden is one of the decisive battles of the world, and

one of the most powerful in its continuing influence on cultural

memory.’    Professor Murray Pittock, Bradley Professor and Pro Vice-

Principal, The University of Glasgow, ‘Culloden’.

THE THREAT TO CULLODEN’

There is a great deal of misinformation circulated about the Battle of Culloden Muir, 16 April 1746, not

the least of which involves where it took place.  It has been well established by historians and

archeologists for some years that the ground of conflict reached far north of B9006.  The attached map

prepared by Dr. Christopher Duffy, one of the greatest living authorities on the battle, reflects the

evidence of current research from eye witness accounts and archaeology, namely, that the battle array

and the action of the battle reached up to and including Viewhill Farm.

When the Highland Council initially turned down the application of Inverness Properties for 16 houses to

be built on Viewhill Farm, the decision went to the Scottish Government.  The Historians’ Council on

Culloden has seen evidence that the Scottish Government was given incorrect information by Historic

Scotland at the time. The decision made by the Scottish Government Reporter in favour of the

development therefore appears to be based on incorrect information about the location of the battle.

We are calling for the Scottish Government to examine the nature of this evidence and reassess their

decision regarding development at Culloden. 

HISTORIC SCOTLAND RELIED ON INCORRECT INFORMATION ABOUT THE BATTLE AND GAVE THAT

INFORMATION TO THE SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT REPORTER:

Although this geography of the battle was known by most experts at the time, including Historic

Scotland’s own research, the information supplied by Historic Scotland to the Scottish Government

Reporter when he made his decision in favour of the development at Viewhill, reflected NONE of this

knowledge.  The battle array (the Jacobite left and the Hanoverian right) reached up through the present

site of Viewhill Farm, with the current B9006 cutting through the centre of the battle lines (see attached

map). 

The letter written by the Chief Executive of Historic Scotland stated that Viewhill Farm was no where

near the ‘core’ area of the battle, echoing the disproved claims made by the developer applying for

permission to build 16 houses on the Farm.  The standpoints of HS and the present HES have been

founded on the unsustainable position, as put by Barbara Cummings (Director of Heritage Management)

to Sherry A.Byrd (sbyrd1320@gmail.com) of the US-based Council of Scottish Clans and Associations on

29 January 2014, namely that the ground to the north of the B9006 was devoid of any key views,

landscape features or 'any specific known events associated with the battle.' This is contrary to the

consensus among the present generation of professional historians, as will be found in numerous

passages in the authoritative 'Culloden. The History and Archaeology of the Last Clan Battle,' ed. Prof Dr

Tony Pollard, Barnsley, 2009, which is now the standard work of reference.  

The Historians’ Council has no knowledge of why this misinformed history was put forward and make no

claims of motives. We do, however, call for the Scottish Government to reevaluate this decision.  
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THE AREA OF VIEWHILL FARM SAW ACTION IN THE BLOODY AFTERMATH OF THE BATTLE AND IS

LIKELY A WAR GRAVE

The area of Viewhill Farm likely saw heavy casualties toward the end of the battle.  Eye witness reports

from both Hanoverian and Jacobite combatants describe the Hanoverian light horse cutting down the

retreating forces of Clan Donald, Gordon of Glenbucket, and the Duke of Perth.  Three days later, when

the bodies of the fallen were finally allowed to be buried, exceptionally boggy and difficult ground lay

between the dead of Viewhill and the pits dug for burial by the present-day cairn.  It is likely, given

common practice at the time and the difficulty of transporting the dead across to the pit graves, that

those who were slain at Viewhill were not removed, but were either buried on site or allowed to rot

there.  The area of Viewhill Farm is therefore likely to be part of the war grave of Culloden.

THE NEW APPLICATION FOR VIEWHILL DEVELOPMENT FILED BY KIRKWOOD HOMES COULD NOT BE

FOUND ON THE HIGHLAND COUNCIL SEARCH ENGINE, MAKING THE COMMENT PERIOD UNAVAILABLE

TO MANY INTERESTED PARTIES.

Eleven individuals who were monitoring the Highland Council Planning Application postings and

regularly searching for applications concerning Viewhill, Culloden, Inverness Properties, etc. found no

search results.  No one has explained why this information was not available to the public - the only

public notice of it being a tiny advertisement in a local paper.  For this reason, only one comment was

made during the time of the open period.  For this reason, given the gravity of the decision to build on

the area which the Highland Council itself has designated as Protected, we ask the Highland Council to

investigate why proper information was not available to the public at a critical time.

WRONG INFORMATION ON NTS POSITION ON THE DEVELOPMENT PUT OUT TO COUNCILORS OF THE

HC BEFORE DEBATE.

At the time of their last debate on the Viewhill Development proposal on 30th January 2018, , Christine

Macleod of the Highland Council sent a memo to the Councilors involved stating that the National Trust

for Scotland had no objection to the development plans.  According to officials at the NTS, this was not

true and there was no evidence of this claim.  The mistake never seems to have been corrected and has

been repeated in recent correspondence to the HC.

IRREVOCABLE DAMAGE TO THE SITE

The argument has been proffered that the old farm buildings have already destroyed the archaeological

value of the Viewhill site.  The few sheds and barns on the site may well have done damage to it, but the

digging up of ground for utilities and foundations for 16 houses will result in catastrophic and irrevocable

damage.

With the most recent application to the Highland Council from Kirkwood Homes, the visual intrusion

over the battlefield is far greater than that of the original project as approved by the Reporter on 24

December 2014, which must now be counted as irrelevant and setting no kind of precedent.
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INTENTIONS OF THE SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT

We accept that the Scottish Government pursued a policy of economic development and increased

housing for the Scottish people.  These goals, admirable as they are, need not mean the destruction of

sites which played a critical part in Scotland’s history and contain the remains of her fallen.  We assume

the best motives of the Government Ministers in this matter, but call on them none-the-less to have the

moral courage to admit that serious mistakes were made in the decision making process regarding

development at Culloden.

CURRENT APPLICATION DESIGNS ARE IN QUESTION IN TERMS OF COMPLIANCE WITH DECISION OF

THE SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT REPORTER:

Dr. Duffy, who has been involved in the issues since the 2012, has made the following statement:

‘The judgement in favour of the original Viewhill development at the turn of 2013-14 was predicated on

the site lying in the hollow of the defunct farm, and scarcely visible, 'if visible at all' from the battlefield,

being concealed by the 130m ridge to the south. The (Kirkwood Homes’) website's visualisation shows a

clutter of housing that will stand on the ridge, and by drawing the eye will become the commanding

feature of the whole of the ground north of the B9006. I think it likely that the wheeling movement of

Cobham's Dragoons and Kingston's Light Horse carried them over the ridge in question.’

THE HISTORIANS’ COUNCIL ON CULLODEN

A panel has been formed by historians with specialized knowledge of the battle of Culloden and related

events to assemble and make widely available the latest research on the battle and its immediate

aftermath.  The panel is spearheaded by Dr. Christopher Duffy, author of two comprehensive, scholarly

volumes on the Rising of 1745, renowned military historian and Senior Lecturer in War Studies, RMA

Sandhurst, and Research Professor in History of War at De Montfort University whose works on 18th

century armies and battles have become standard texts.

The panel is completing the first phase of detailed research with a particular focus on the action at the

north end of the battle array (the Jacobite left and the Hanoverian right) which took place north of the

current B9006 and in the area of Viewhill Farm.  

Examples of Supporting research:

‘The left wing played a much more active part in the action than has been generally accepted’

[Woosnam-Savage, R.C. in Pollard, T.,2011, 175]

The first thorough and scientific investigation of the scene of the actions on the northern wing was

completed by the AOC Group, working for The Highland Council.  Digital Viewshed Analysis showed that:

‘Any development to the north of the B9006 could potentially diminish our

ability to understand and appreciate the northern extensions of both the

Jacobite and Government lines’
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The report further states that the vicinities of Blackpark, Treeton, and Viewhill farms were particularly

important for conservation, being areas that 

‘contribute to our understanding of the landscape context of the Battle of

Culloden Muir, they make appreciable the tactical and strategic reasons for

fighting the battle on Culloden Muir and facilitate our understanding of the

position of both armies’ movements across the battlefield and the

consequent rout’  

[Bradley-Lovekin, T., and Olesky, V., ‘Proposed Culloden Muir Conservation

Area’ 2015, 49.50]

In addition to the map, Dr. Duffy has prepared a detailed dossier of his first hand experience over more

than four years with the issues and procedures involving the planning applications for Viewhill Farm and

those institutions and government agencies involved.

© Christopher Duffy January, 2018


